Subjects:
Potential legislative proposals regarding COVID-19 related issues affecting nursing homes and other public health issues
Extension of Governor Lamont’s EO powers until 2021 = In Favor

To: State of Connecticut Chairs Abrams and Steinberg, Ranking Members, and distinguished Members of the Public Health, Appropriations, Human Services Committees

I wish to go in a direction of presenting here to you subject-related context of the occurrence of mental and physical and financial health issues directly related to and affecting Connecticut nursing home residents, both within the Covid-19 crisis and as also precluding, encompassing it.
My discussion goes to the subject matter of the circumstances and the parties responsible involved in the placement of many nursing home residents into such physical, mental and financial jeopardy and danger specifically as a direct result of many of these vulnerable persons becoming interned in Connecticut nursing homes. Many persons currently interned within Connecticut nursing homes have been put there against their will, against their best interests, and most significantly, against their personal and FINANCIAL well-being.
How has this happened?
It has happened, continues to happen as product and achievement of the predatory, self-serving interests of

THE CONNECTICUT PROBATE/ELDERLAW /ELDER”CARE” CONSERVATORSHIP ENTERPRISE
composed of a collaborative, collusive, conspiratorial gang of racketeering human traffickers who, with unbridled impunity, are stripping targeted Connecticut residents (and visitors) of all their civil rights of self-governship, stripping prey of self-choice and of control in all aspects of their personal lives and their FINANCIAL assets as control and possession of these choices and assets are stripped from targeted prey by THE CONNECTICUT PROBATE/ELDERLAW/ ELDER”CARE” CONSERVATORSHIP ENTERPRISE members, these being Connecticut Probate Judges and their ElderLaw cohort associates, these being the lawyers who the probate judges quid pro quo appoint as Conservators over all aspects of the prey’s assets and living circumstances for purpose of mutual self-enrichment. These prey victims involuntarily lose all their civil rights and assets at the hands of these marauding predators, who upon gaining control of the prey’s assets, liquidate the assets, sell the homes and possessions of the involuntarily conserved prey, pocket the money as payment for their “services” so robbing the prey.
They then sentence the now penniless prey into internment in facilities, (nursing homes) where these prisoners have no rights, are horrifically abused --and Connecticut taxpayers pay the huge tenant fees of these prisoners
This is the context of many many victims of this vile gang being interned in Connecticut nursing homes by

THE CONNECTICUT PROBATE/ELDERLAW /ELDER”CARE” CONSERVATORSHIP ENTERPRISE